
Better Looking Webforms in Catalytic 
With a little extra care, you can upgrade your Catalytic webforms to be more eye-catching, on-brand and 
a better experience for people completing them. 

Demo Forms 

 
The following are some sample webforms created by Catalytic for demonstration purposes. These 
showcase a number of the features described below. 

● https://demo.pushbot.com/form/client-engagement 
● https://catalytic.pushbot.com/form/roi-calculator 
● https://demo.pushbot.com/form/application 

Headings 
Forms that have more than a handful of fields benefit from headings to provide context and avoid 
overwhelming the respondent. 
 
To create a header, add an Instructions field to the form, and then input one or more # at the beginning 
of the line to indicate a header in markdown formatting. For example: 
 

https://demo.pushbot.com/form/client-engagement
https://catalytic.pushbot.com/form/roi-calculator
https://demo.pushbot.com/form/application
https://help.catalytic.com/docs/customize-and-add-features-to-web-forms/
https://help.catalytic.com/docs/markdown/


# Heading 1 
 
## Heading 2 
 
### Heading 3 

 

Emojis 
Add emojis to the end of headers or field names to make the content feel a bit more fun or modern or to 
call out a section. 
 

# Warning 🛑  
 
👋 Thanks for completing this form! 

 

 
In Windows 10, you can add emojis by typing Windows+. (Windows key plus period). On Macs, you 
can enter Control+Command+Space. Another route is to search and copy from Emojipedia. 
 
Note that emojis will have different appearances on different operating systems and sometimes 
don’t appear at all. Using emojis from Emoji Version 1.0 are most compatible across systems. 

Text Formatting 
Add additional content to your form using  an Instructions field. Then apply bold, italic or underline 
formatting to that content using this markdown syntax: 
 

Apply **bold formatting** to text by 
using two asterisks on either side. 
 
Apply _italic formatting_ to text by 
using a single underscore on either 
side. 

 
> Indent a block of text by entering 
a greater-than sign at the beginning 
of the line. 
 
``` 
Enter 3 accents before and after a 
block of text to display it as code. 
``` 

 

https://emojipedia.org/
https://emojipedia.org/emoji-1.0/
https://help.catalytic.com/docs/customize-and-add-features-to-web-forms/
https://help.catalytic.com/docs/markdown/


Lists 
Create numbered and bulleted lists using markdown syntax: 
 

Create a numbered list by entering the 
numbers at the beginning of the line: 
1. This is step 1 
2. This is step 2 
3. This is step 3 
 
Create a bulleted list by entering 
dashes at the beginning of each line: 
- This is the first item 
- This is the second item 
- This is the third item 

 

Images 
Add images using markdown syntax: 
 

![](https://www.catalytic.com/hs-fs/hubf
s/Homepage/icon-innovation.png) 

 

 
If the image is not currently hosted online, you can create a Pushbot to host images and supply the link 
for displaying on your webform: 

1. Create a Pushbot 
2. Add a File field named Image (and leave the field permissions set to Public) 
3. Add the action: Assign task to a person 
4. In the Instructions of the task, type: 

 

The following image is hosted publicly by Catalytic. Right-click on the 
link below and select Copy link address. 
{{image}} 

 
Similar to this example below, you can create a banner image at the top of the webform by setting the 
dimensions to 1280 pixels wide by a few hundred pixels tall. 
 

https://help.catalytic.com/docs/markdown/
https://help.catalytic.com/docs/markdown/
https://demo.pushbot.com/form/application


 

Links 
Add hyperlinks to text or images using markdown syntax: 
 

This is how you would add a link to 
text: 
[Catalytic Automation 
Playground](https://www.catalytic.com/au
tomation-playground) 
 
This is how you would add a link to an 
image: 
[![](https://www.catalytic.com/hs-fs/hub
fs/Homepage/icon-innovation.png)](http:/
/catalytic.com/)   

Field Conditions 
You can hide fields or even whole sections of the webforms by using field conditions. 
 
This can be helpful in a variety of scenarios: 

https://help.catalytic.com/docs/markdown/
https://help.catalytic.com/docs/field-conditions/


● For a long form, progressively displaying information can make the form feel less daunting. 
● For a form with multiple branches, you can hide irrelevant fields and sections (see this Benefit 

Calculator example). 
● When you want to provide a warning based on what the respondent types or selects, you can use 

field conditions to only show that warning in an Instructions field when warranted. 

Embedding Forms in Websites 
If you’re looking for more flexibility you can embed a Catalytic webform within your own website or app. 
See the Catalytic Automation Playground as an example. 

Demo Formatting 
View this form to preview most of these formatting options on a single form, along with the Instructions 
text to create the form at the bottom. 

https://demo.pushbot.com/form/benefit-calculator
https://demo.pushbot.com/form/benefit-calculator
https://help.catalytic.com/docs/customize-and-add-features-to-web-forms/
https://help.catalytic.com/docs/embed-a-web-form-in-your-site-or-app/
https://www.catalytic.com/automation-playground/corporate-fable
https://catalytic-pc-test.pushbot.com/form/better-looking-webforms

